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Covered more than 140 countries

Top 6 video surveillance manufacture worldwide (2017 IHS report)

Nearly 100% annual growth rate in overseas market

Top 3 in China market
Uniview is the pioneer and leader of IP video surveillance who started video surveillance business in 
2005. Uniview now is the third largest player in video surveillance in China, and has the 6th largest global 
market share (IHS Markit).

A�er developing for 8 years, Uniview has more than 2800 employees, including more than 1600 R&D 
professionals. Uniview started overseas business in 2014 and now the business covered more than 140 
countries.

Uniview has complete IP video surveillance product lines including IP camera, NVR, IP storage, decoder, 
keyboard, swith and network cable, which feature with abundant innovative and leading technologies 
such as Ultra 265, smart analysis, 4K, starlight etc. Uniview insists on high quality. We have a complete 
system to ensure high quality during product design, test, certification and production.

Our aim is to become a global leader in video surveillance industry which endeavors to build a safer 
world by providing professional, reliable and cutting-edge products and services.



SAFE CITY
With the attitude of open and win-win, Uniview uses core technologies of big data and cloud computing, and fully 

utilizes visualization and intelligence in the Safe City Solution.

Solution Highlights:
- Billions of big data applications
- Petabyte data cloud storage
- Large-scale implementation of AI technologies
- Support to load map search engine with 500 thousand elements

So far, Uniview has undertook the video surveillance project in nearly 600 safe cities, and  built hundreds of 
thousands of cameras for municipal video surveillance.

IPC6852SR-X44U

IPC262EFW-DUZ

VX1800 Series  Network Storage

44X Optical Zoom

Starlight illumination

Up to 120 dB WDR(Wide Dynamic Range)

EIS (Electronic Image Stabilization)

Optical Defog & Digital Defog

4X Optical Zoom & Auto Focus

White & IR Light, 50m IR, 10m white light 

120 dB WDR, IP67,HLC

Starlight illumination

Smart functions 

High density with 4U height that holds up to 48 disks

Max 512ch/1024Mbps Recording Performance

Intelligent RAID Engine & Super Error Correction

Dual BIOS , Redundant power supplies, Overload protec-

tion& Power protection

Multistage fan speed & Intelligent cache design

Recommend Products



Xiamen Safe City, ChinaHangzhou G20, China
Background: 
210 days’ protection for the main venue in Bingjiang District 
and other districts and counties.

Solution Highlights:
Cutting-edge technologies, including cloud storage, big data, 
face recognition, WiFi Sni�er, 3D panoramic map.
A system covering provincial, municipal, and county safety is 
built, and a reliable platform is connected with a maximum 
of 300,000 cameras.
With the help of Uniview’s products, more than 20 escapees 
are captured in 47 check points.

Background:
VMS platforms, more than 600 cameras, more than 50 ITS cameras and LPR cameras are provided for the public 
security and tra�ic management.

Solution Highlights:
The platforms integrated with multiple functions to improve e�iciency, such as centralized management, custom-
ized GUIs, emergency management, multi-screen display etc.
A total of 2520 TB storage space is allocated. 
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Shanghai New Pudong Area, China
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Beijing APEC, China

Background:

Huairou APEC summit is the largest and most speculative multilateral diplomatic activity that China has held so far. 
It gathered 21 national and regional leaders. Uniview provides 7*24 hours comprehensive protection in the district 
that APEC was held.

Solution Highlights:

Within 3 months, 1000-ch 1080P cameras are installed. The Laser IR PTZ domes can produce clear image at  night.

33x optical zoom PTZ domes are able to recognize faces within 50 meters. Nearly 100-ch LPR cameras are  applied.

Background:

Shanghai New Pudong Area is home to the Lujiazui Finance and Trade Zone, 
the Shanghai Stock Exchange and many of Shanghai's best-known buildings. 
It is one of the most developed economic regions in China.

 

Solution Highlights:

Dome cameras and ITS cameras are deployed to accurately capture illegal 
driving such as parking violation, wrong-way driving, line pressing, and 
crossing line.

All cameras are connected to the UNV Public Security VMS Platform.

Hybrid DVRs in previous systems are reused to reduce user’s investment.



Shangri-La Safe City, ChinaZhejiang Province, China 

Background:

In order to e�iciently organize and manage resources, there is a VMS platform for 
Zhejiang Province public security department which connect to VMS platforms 
deployed in each city of Zhejiang. Uniview was chosen to accomplish the project 
which has the biggest scale.

 

Solution Highlights:

The integrated VMS platform served for Zhejiang public security department is 
connected with the VMS platforms of 11 cities amongst Zhejiang Province, 
allowing users to share information. 

At present, 300,000 cameras are connected to help e�ectively integrate image 
resources throughout Zhejiang Province.

Background:

Shangri-La  City is a  county-level city  in northwestern  Yunnan  province. The average altitude is 3459m. Since it’s 
located near Tibetan Plateau, the climate and environment is a challenge for security products.

 

Solution Highlights:

600 IP cameras are built. More than 100 LPR cameras, 100 ITS cameras and illegal parking dome cameras are used. 
The command center is equipped with 24 large monitors.

Multiple smart functions, including intelligent analysis, grid trace, map searching, video concentration, video 
abstract, and big data, are used.
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Skynet Phase-4 of Luzhou, ChinaNyingchi Safe City, China
Background:
Nyingchi is a prefecture-level city in southeast of the Tibet Autonomous Region. It locates the deepest canyon of the 
world - Brahmaputra Grand Canyon. 
 
Solution Highlights:

The Nyingchi Social Resource Access Project is the first time to access social resource to public security system in 
Tibet, which played a leading role.
With Uniview video surveillance system, social resources are connected to professional platforms. Videos and 
alarm services of five banks and one hotel in Nyingchi are connected and run stably.

Background:
4730 HD cameras (2 MP) and 96 sets of HD LPR cameras (2 MP) are deployed in Luzhou city and connected to the third 
party platforms.
 
Solution Highlights:

A cloud storage system (16 PB, composed of 156 storage hosts and nearly 6,000 hard disks) is deployed across the 
operator's equipment rooms to provide users with new technologies such as load balancing, disaster recovery, and 
capacity virtualization. 
The system is a set of Skynet storage system developed from the aspects of reliability, security, compatibility, 
scalability, and eco-friendliness for Zhuozhou Public Security Bureau, and it is also the largest Skynet project in the 
Southwest China.
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Bozhou Safe City, China
Background:
Three counties and one district are integrated. Resources are shared among urban management, tra�ic police, and 
public security departments.
 
Solution Highlights:

More than 37,600 cameras and other front-end devices are deployed. All of cameras have the LPR functions.
Storage space allocated to Bozhou city exceeds 17 PB, and storage space allocated to Yucheng district, Mengcheng, 
Lixin and Guoyang approximates 30 PB respectively.

Kampala, Uganda
Background: 
Uniview provided video surveillance devices for transportation monitoring by 
installing PTZ dome cameras on more than 40 main road and junctions and NVR for 
managing and storing.

Solution Highlights:
3MP high resolution:  see farther, see clearer
Starlight:  see clear in the dark
High level data safety:  redundant design and RAID NVR
High density mass capacity storage:  7/24, 90 days uninterrupted storing
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Kaliningrad, RussiaGangnam District, Korea

Background:
Kaliningrad, Russia’s western-most city, is one of the host cities for 2018 FIFA World Cup. It is also home to over 
450,000 people and an important Russian Baltic seaport and gateway to Europe. 

Solution Highlights:
Cameras are able to provide fluent and clear video at day and night contributed to multiple functions such as 22X 
optical zoom, 60fps, 120dB WDR and Starlight illumination sensitivity. 
With IP67 and special design, UNV cameras can work in harsh environment even in -55℃,  especially in Russia. 
Multiple smart functions are embedded, such as intrusion detection, crossing line detection, face detection, people 
counting etc., helping to manage and react when emergency occurred.

Background: 
Third largest district in Seoul, most well-known region for its heavily 
concentrated wealth and high standard of living.

Solution Highlights:
Multi-angle surveillance at intersections, reduce dead zone
Compatible to third party VMS
High resolution, suitable to wide view angle scene
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40+ airports 

80+ metro lines

220+ highways

IPC562E-DUG

VX3000-E  Network Storage

Starlight illumination

 2D/3D Digital  Noise  Reduction

120dB WDR,  IP67, HLC

Smart functions

Starlight illumination

33X Optical Zoom

Accurate and fast focusing

Up to 120 dB Optical WDR

High Available with 2 controller Failover，Mirror write 

cache & Dynamic migration of virtual IP

High density with 4U height that holds up to 24 disks

Max 512ch/1024Mbps Recording Performance

Intelligent RAID Engine & Super Error Correction

Dual BIOS , Redundant power supplies, Overload protec-

tion& Power protection

Multistage fan speed & Intelligent cache design

With our stable architecture, integrated services, and professional services, Uniview has a leading position in the 

construction of video surveillance systems for highway, rail transit, and airport industries.

Solution Highlights:
- NGN architecture
- High-reliability storage
- Comprehensive security integration
- Intelligent analysis application

TRANSPORTATION Recommended Products

IPC6252SR-X33U



TRANSPORTATION
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Beijing Metro Line 16, China Wuhan Metro Line 4, China

Background:
Beijing Metro Line 16 route is a rapid transit rail line in Beijing. It runs 49.7 km in far 
western Beijing. More than 5000 HD IP cameras are installed.
 
Solution Highlights:
Videos can be saved as long as 30 days. The full line IP SAN storage exceeds 12000 
TB, and hardware can decode about 1400 videos.

Background:
28 stations are set in the first and second phases of Wuhan Metro Line 4, which is the first HD metro line equipped 
with 1080P Full HD IPC monitoring system in China. The system employs UNV IP full switch solution, including HD 
IPCs, HD decoders, IP SANs, and management platform.
 
Solution Highlights:

1600 HD IPCs are installed, storage period up to 15 days and storage capacity exceeding 2000 TB.
Crystal clear images avoid the interference of electromagnetic signals on the images, save optical transceivers, and 
ensure reliable access of the cameras.
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Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport, ChinaBeijing Capital International Airport, China
Background:
Beijing Capital International Airport is the main international airport serving Beijing. It is located 32 km 
northeast of Beijing's city center.  It has been the world's second busiest airport in terms of passenger 
tra�ic since 2010.

Solution Highlights:
PTZ dome cameras help to monitor the parking lot, it enables quick trace, positioning and analysis.
Uniview delivered the total solution, including network cameras encoders, IP SANs and platform. It is 
deployed to ensure safe operation of the airport and improve operational management.

Background:
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport is the major airport of  Guangzhou, the capital of  Guangdong  province, 
China. In 2017, Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport was China's third-busiest and world's 13th-busiest airport by 
passenger tra�ic, with 65,806,977 passengers handled.

Solution Highlights:
700 IPCs are installed. The video surveillance system built for the Public Security Emergency Command Center of the 
Baiyun Airport is UNV solution, including 200 1080P IP cameras, IP SAN, decoders, and visual alarm management 
platform.
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Tianjin Binhai International Airport, China
Background:
Tianjin Binhai International Airport is an airport located in Dongli District, Tianjin. It is one of 
the major air cargo centers in the People's Republic of China.
 
Solution

IP SAN provides up to 1800 TB storage space. Five sets are deployed in the three convergence 
equipment rooms and one set is deployed in the core equipment room to implement N+1 
backup. 
The central servers adopt a dual-system hot standby mechanism to ensure the reliability of 
the entire system. Alarm events trigger key audio and video images to be backed up and 
stored in the monitoring center. 
The alarm system, access control system, and security inspection system are connected to 
the central servers. The central servers are connected to the video surveillance system in T1 
terminal through the SDK.

Sanya Phoenix International Airport, China
Background:
Sanya Phoenix Airport is the southernmost civil airport in China with an annual passenger flow of tens of millions. 
Sanya Phoenix Airport is surrounded by beautiful sceneries.

Solution Highlights:
Uniview provided a whole solution, including IP Cameras, encoders/decoders, IP SAN and platform. At present, the 
system is connected with more than 600 cameras, including more than 200 HD IPCs and over 400 SD analog camer-
as connected by encoders.
With high quality, the monitoring system can run stably in despite of high-temperature, high-humidity, and high-sa-
linity climatic conditions.
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Xiamen Gaoqi International Airport, China
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Background:
With UNV solution, the analog video surveillance system of the T3 terminal building is transformed to a HD/SD digital 
surveillance system, which facilitates system interconnection and control application.

Solution Highlights:
T3 is equipped with about 500 cameras, and T4 is equipped with about 1000 cameras. The remaining DVRs in T3 are 
connected to the system via third party servers. 
The management platforms for T3 and T4 work in hot active/standby mode to improve system reliability.

Chongqing Jiangbei International Airport, China
Background: 
Situated 19 kilometres (12 mi) north of the city centre of Chongqing, the airport is a major aviation hub for airlines in 
western China. The airport has three terminals where installed video surveillance system.

Solution Highlights:
T1/T2 terminals and perimeters are under comprehensive monitoring. Nearly 2,500 IP cameras are installed, 
around 1500TB storage space is set. Security, access control, alarm, perimeter, and other systems are associated. 
Due to Uniview's outstanding application and service in T1 and T2, Uniview solution, including HD IP Cameras, IP 
SANs and platform, is applied again in T3.
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Nairobi-Maroba Railway, Kenya
Background:
The longest railway of East Africa
The construction campsite of Nairobi-Maroba Railway will exist for 800 days, Uniview is protecting the campsite

Solution Highlights:
IK10 vandal-proof:  ensure sta�s’ safety 
IP66, surge protection:  guarantee the quality to defend against severe environment in East African Plat
Up to 300m long range PoE:  easy to install, cost saving

Toll Stations, India
Background:
National Highways are the arterial roads of a country for passengers and goods. 231 toll stations in Indian have been 
protected by UNV high quality products for more than 3 years.

Solution Highlights:
There are more than 1300 UNV cameras and more than 200 NVRs installed over 231 toll stations in India. 
With wide voltage range of ±25%, UNV cameras can work very well under unstable voltage. 
With ANR cache restores function, even if the network is not stable, the camera can swi�ly change to save the video 
into the memory card. And a�er the network connected again, the video would be automatically sent to the local 
storage in the toll station. 
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Based on years of technical innovation and technology accumulation, and the demands of campus security, 

Uniview applied smart surveillance, intelligent analysis, e-map and security integration into safe campus 

solution.

Solution Highlights：
- 24/7 no-blind HD video surveillance
- Comprehensive security integration
- Central control and management with video wall
- Mobile and remote access for monitoring the real-time activities

615+ Safe Campus

IPC252ERA-X22DUP

VX1800 Series Network Storage

2MP,33X optical zoom

 Ultra 265/H.264/MJPEG, triple streams

Starlight illumination

IR anti-reflection window

EIS (Electronic Image Stabilization)

2MP, 22X optical zoom & auto focus

Ultra 265/H.264/MJPEG, triple stream

120dB WDR, IP67, HLC

Starlight illumination

Smart functions 

High density with 4U height that holds up to 48 disks

Max 512ch/1024Mbps recording performance

Intelligent RAID engine & super error correction

Dual BIOS, redundant power supplies, overload protection 

& power protection

Multistage fan speed & intelligent cache design

CAMPUS Recommended Products

IPC6252SR-X33U
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Background:
Sinopec Group  upgraded its  refinery  subsidiaries' video surveillance  system with 
connecting more than 500 video surveillance systems.

Solution Highlights:
To satisfy the needs of production scheduling and emergency management system, 
Uniview  integrated each independent  Sinopec industrial television system and video 
surveillance system, the operation of each system is independent, but resources can be 
shared among all systems.
In order to protect the previous investment on hardware in the original systems, Uniview 
mainly integrated each so�ware. 2
Sinopec, China

Background:
Alibaba is a Chinese multinational e-commerce, retail, Internet, AI and technology conglomerate . It provides C2C, 
B2C and B2B sales services via web portals, as well as electronic payment services, shopping search engines and 
cloud computing services. 
Alibaba Group chose Uniview video surveillance solution for its Binjiang park, Shoukai park, and Xixi park.

Solution Highlights:
The system uses more than 2000 UNV IPCs to provide clear images.
UNV IPSAN storage devices were deployed which could improve the responding speed in unexpected situations.
Uniview platform integrated Alibaba’s access control system. It greatly reduced partner’s development and operat-
ing cost.

Alibaba Group, China
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Background:
Tsinghua University is ranked as one of the top academic institutions in China and Asia, 
and 14th worldwide in the 2017 Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings. 
UNV solution protected more than 30000 students and teachers’ safety.

Solution Highlights:
The solution covered the school main roads, student apartments and the surround-
ing sensitive place.
The Tsinghua University project adopted more than 1100 IP Cameras, professional 
storages and ITS cameras.
VMS Platform which can realize the unified management and scheduling.

Tsinghua University, China 

Background:
In di�erent districts and counties in Beijing city, Uniview participates in the general basic education network connec-
tion projects, helping the commander center of district education commissions and 110 commander center of 
district public security bureaus to monitor schools over a network. 

Solution Highlights:
More than 17500 IP cameras are built to protect 493 primary and secondary schools and kindergartens.

General Basic Education Network Connection
for Beijing Districts and Counties, China
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DHL Global Forwarding Center, Canada
Background: 
DHL is part of the world’s leading postal and logistics company Deutsche Post DHL Group, which encompasses the 
diverse business units such as DHL Express, DHL Parcel, DHL eCommerce, DHL Global Forwarding, DHL Freight and 
DHL Supply.

Solution Highlights:
4MP WDR dome:  ensure clear image under high lighting contrast 
IK10 vandal-proof dome, also featured with motorized focal lens

Kia Motors Factory, Slovakia
Background:
The first and only Kia production facility in Europe
The most modern production facility of the car producer Kia Motors

Solution Highlights:
Integrate high resolution image into traceable production system, easier to manage 
and trace back every car’s production record
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Sports Arena “Palacoccia”, Italy
Background: 

3,500 individual seats in the stands for sports events and 1,000 seats on the floor for the shows

Solution Highlights:

IK10 vandal proof IR bullet, also features with motorized lens

User friendly:  easily monitor all the areas inside and outside of the building, quickly manage potential dangerous 
situations

ECUATRAN S.A., Ecuador 
Background: 
Ecuatran S.A A leading company in Ecuador with presence in the Andean Region, which manufactures and markets 
transformers and solutions for electrical distribution, serving its customers by adding value, quality and technology.

Solution Highlights:
- 4K fisheye:  360º wide angle surveillance
- Electrostatic protection:  prevent static interruption from transformer
- 33X PTZ dome:  see farther
- High level data safety:  redundant design and RAID NVR
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University Of Buraimi, OmanBangladesh University of Professionals
Background: 
BUP is a unique public university run by the armed forces with upholding the motto "EXCELLENCE THROUGH 
KNOWLEDGE"

Solution Highlights:
Smart search, intrusion detection trigger alarm, up to 150m IR, vandal-proof

Background:
The University of Buraimi (UOB) is a private university in the Al Buraimi Governorate in the Northern part of Oman.  

Solution Highlights:
- Strong decoding ability:  32-ch 720P decoding ability
- High level data safety:  redundant design and RAID NVR
- High quality image:  WDR, smart IR
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PLN Substations, Indonesia, China Shanghai Disneyland, China
Background: 
Shanghai Disney Resort is a themed resort in Pudong, Shanghai, China. It is 
the first Disney park resort in mainland China and the second in Greater 
China. The resort opened to public in 2016.

Solution Highlights:
The system deploys thousand channels HD cameras, including ITS cameras. 
It integrated optical defog and starlight functions. 
The video surveillance system covered the biggest shopping area, compre-
hensive transportation junction, transportation terminals and parking lots
24*7 video surveillance applied various innovative technologies, such as 
people counting, emergency management, and reliable warning system

Background:
PLN is an Indonesian corporation which produces the majority of the country's electrical power. It was included in 
the Fortune Global 500 lists of 2014 and 2015. PLN chose Uniview to provide video surveillance system for its substa-
tions. Now, Uniview delivered video surveillance to almost 100 substations.

Solution Highlights:
Over 800 UNV IP cameras are applied in each substation together with NVR. 
UNV mini bullet cameras have IR anti-reflection glass which increases 8% infrared transmittance and repels insects 
gathering at night, brings high quality image at day and night. 
UNV cameras are embedded with smart functions. For instance, intrusion detection and crossing line detection can 
be used to prevent intentional destruction. 
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Uniview has been dedicating to surveillance industry for years, accumulates experience 

and knowledge on varied scenes, and presents comprehensive building solution suitable 

for all kinds of building scenes.

BUILDING Recommended Products

Solution Highlights：
-Entry & Exit Management System
-Surveillance Monitor and Alarm System
-All-In-One Smart Management System

200+  Landmark Commercial Complex

180+  High-end Hospital

IPC568E-G

IPC868ER-VF18-B

Unicorn

12 megapixel progressive scan CMOS sensor

Starlight illumination

Optical fiber 

Smart functions

Optical defog & digital defog

1.8mm fixed lens & 12 megapixel 

Panoramic fisheye

 IP66 & IK10 

Audio & mic & speaker

All-in-one VMS with device management , storage, 

transfer and decode functions

Max. 1000 devices and 2000 channels 

Provide B/S, C/S and mobile app clients 

Redundant power supply & intelligent fan

16×SATA interfaces with two optional miniSAS interfaces 

expandable to 48 disks with 384T storage



Shenzhen Shangri-La Hotel, ChinaShenzhen Raffles City, China

Background:
Shenzhen Ra�les City is a new landmark in Shenzhen.
It is the first comprehensive commercial project of CapitaLand 
in South China.

Solution Highlights:
This project used UNV solution, including 1100 high-end IPCs 
and storage devices which could support 30 days storage. 
It covers di�erent places with dense people flow, including 
entrances/exits, outdoor open areas, indoor corridors, and 
elevators. 

Shangri-La is the largest luxury hotel group in Asia, and is regarded  as one 
of the best hotel management companies in the world. As a paradise of the 
high-end hotels, Shangri-La raises the strictest requirements for products 
and services. 

With the spirit of doing more and the high quality, Uniview became one of 
the candidates of Shangri-La hotel management group from 2013.

Until now Uniview has undertaken the reconstruction projects of several 
Shangri-La hotels in China to help transform the hotel video surveillance 
system from analog to digital.
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Shanghai White Magnolia Plaza, China 
Background:
Shanghai White Magnolia Plaza is a large-scale super high-rise complex building, located in the northern Bund 
area along the Huangpu River. The total construction area is 420,000 square meters, including 260,000 square 
meters on the ground and 160,000 square meters underground, composed of a 66-story 320-meter-high o�ice 
tower and a 39-story 172-meter-high hotel tower. The building is a collection of commercial, o�ice and hotel 
functions..

Solution Highlights:
Its security system employs a large number of UNV high-end HD IPC devices. Videos are stored in high-dense 
integrated NVRs, so the equipment space is saved. All the video system, access system, and alarm system are 
managed via a visual alarm platform. As a result, the e�iciency of security management is improved significantly.

Beijing TBD Center, China
Background:
TBD center, a new landmark in the Beijing Scientific and Technological 
Business District, covers an area of 93,000 square meters and a total 
construction area of 210,000 square meters. It is an ecological energy-sav-
ing and intelligent full-business cluster, representing the vision of Chinese 
owners and the rising strength of local design team.

Solution Highlights:
TBD center uses a set of Uniview IP full switch monitoring solution, and is 
configured with about 700 HD IPCs, 1 PB professional storage, alarm 
association and voice intercom. The system is easy to deploy and 
maintain. The open platform-level interfaces facilitate capacity expansion 
and system integration in future. 
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People's Hospital of  Peking University, China
Background:
The safety renovation of Peking University People's Hospital was a hospital expansion project which was highly 
valued by the state leaders. The project employs UNV overall solution.

Solution Highlights:
Hundreds of IPCs are added to the project and connected with the original digital cameras of di�erent brands. 
The new IP video surveillance system integrates the vehicle management, safety association, device maintenance, 
and face recognition technologies, so the additional functions of safety are improved significantly.

Hangzhou EFC, China
Background:
Hangzhou European and American Financial City 
(EFC) is located in the planned financial harbor in the 
core area of Hangzhou Future Technology City CBD. 

Solution Highlights:
The building deploys a total of 2500 cameras, 
including 1200 high-end cameras, 42 face recogni-
tion cameras, and 20 parking monitoring domes. 
UNV cloud storage devices enable 30-day storage 
period.
At the entrances/exits of parking lots, intelligent 
cameras are deployed to detect tra�ic flow and 
provide early warnings against congestion.  Honey-
well alarm systems are connected to UNV systems.
The video structural function is deployed together 
with face recognition cameras associated with the 
door access systems to control doors.
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Gacheon University Gil Medical Center, KoreaTaiba hospital, Kuwait
Background: 
One of the famous general hospitals in Korea.

Solution Highlights:
- DC12V output:  power to alarm devices, temperature and humidity sensor, etc.
- Intrusion detection, crossing line detection:  protect parking lot
- Corridor mode, long range PoE

Background: 
Taiba hospital is a major hospital in Kuwait. 
Providing distinguished healthcare services to the community 
of GCC.

Solution Highlights:
DC12V output:  power to alarm devices, temperature and 
humidity sensor, etc.
Corridor mode, long range PoE
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Hilton Hotels and Resorts, UAE
Background:
Hilton Hotel and Spa Resort RAK, Hilton Al Hamra Beach & Golf Resort, Hilton Residence and Village

Solution Highlights:
- All-weather adopted video surveillance:  corridor mode, WDR, anti-corrosion
- High level data safety:  RAID NVR
- High density mass data storage:  90 days 7/24 uninterrupted storage
- Management ability:  up to 500 cameras connection

Mall of Qatar, Qatar
Background: 
The nation’s largest shopping center.
Near Ahmed bin Ali Stadium, a host stadium in the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

Solution Highlights:
- RAID NVR, protect data safety
- Starlight WDR fixed dome, high resolution video image
- Up to 300m long range PoE
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International Christian Center, Kenya The Memory and Tolerance Museum, Mexico
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Background: 
Museo Memoria y Torelancia is a famous museum in Mexico. Through historical memory the rooms display a tour of 
the worst crimes committed by humanity against humanity because of religious, ethnic or other form of intolerance.

Solution Highlights:
In the entrance of the museum, 4MP UNV dome cameras are installed. With outstanding WDR function, UNV dome 
cameras can produce clear image even under high light contrast at daytime. 
With multiple smart functions, including face recognition, people counting, and smart search, the security level in the 
museum is improved. Security sta� of the museum can be more e�icient and act quickly when emergency 
happened.

Background:
International Christian Center is a church group which has five locations (West, Imara, Kitengela, Kiserian and Wood-
lands) in Nairobi, the capital and largest city of Kenya. It is a famous Christian organization where more than ten 
thousands of Christians visit every week. Uniview provided total video surveillance solution for 5 churches of ICC.

Solution Highlights:
240 cameras installed at specific angles in the church, helps to bring everything in order much easier. 
Under the protection of PTZ dome cameras, any possible dangers will not be overlooked. They can deter possible 
vandals or thieves to have the outside protected. 
Vandal-proof dome cameras and eyeball cameras are installed in the administration and accommodation area to 
keep the sta� and congregation accountable.
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RETAIL
Through multiple platform management methods and convenient remote access methods, Uniview realizes 

real-time monitoring and management which can e�ectively improve the security level in retail application.

Solution Highlights：
-IPC and PoE NVR make a easy solution for single site 
-POS integrated and Mobile APP enable the solution flexibility
-EZStation VMS supports extended multiple sites management

IPC3615ER3-ADUPF series

IPC2122SR3 series

NVR308-16E-B

5MP, Ultra 265, fixed lens (2.8mm, 4mm)

Starlight illumination

 DC12V & PoE, micro SD card slot

Built-in Mic, IP67 & IK10

Recommended Products

2MP, Ultra 265, fixed lens (4mm,6mm)

IR anti-reflection window, built-in bracket

120dB WDR, IP67, HLC

Starlight illumination

2U, 16-ch, H.265 & 4K

8 SATA HDDs, up to 8TB for each HDD  

Dual network interface

 RAID 0, 1, 5, 6, 10 storage 



Dubai Carrefour Hypermarket, UAE 
Background: 
Founded in France, Carrefour is one of the largest hypermarket chains in the world. In 1995, 
Carrefour opened its first hypermarket in City Centre Deira UAE.

Solution Highlights:
Complete solution:  Over 200 UNV IPC, UNV NVR516 for management and storage, 6 decod-
ers and 1 keyboard, VMS - EZStation.
High level data safety:  redundant design and RAID NVR
Ease of use:  user-friendly EZStation system
Smart functions:  intrusion detection, people counting

Hotspot Venues on Gold Coast, Australia
Background: 
Uniview provided the video surveillance solution for two hotspot venues on the iconic glitter strip of Gold Coast in 
Queensland, Australia - Latitude 28 Restaurant & Bar and Surfers Paradise Beach Café

Solution Highlights:
Design - IPC3234ER-DVZ vari-focal domes blend seamlessly with the coastal themed ceilings.
Accessibility - The EZView mobile app is an essential tool for shop owner when he oversees two successful 
businesses running in unison.
Ease of use - With casual and ever changing sta� the surveillance system needs to be simple to use and not require 
training every time.
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Mitsubishi Service Centres
 - Al Habtoor Motors, UAE
Background: 
Mitsubishi service centre is in Ras Al khaimah, Al Nadiyah. It is one of the preminum showroom in GCC.

Solution Highlights:
- WDR:  ensures crisp clear image inside and outside
- People counting:  helps to check passenger flow
- Smart playback:  specify an interest area, only take seconds to find the desired video clip

BMW Menlyn Auto, South Africa
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Background: 
BMW Menlyn Auto is one of the biggest BMW dealers in South Africa. Uniview delivered the 
complete video surveillance solution with more than 100 cameras. Every corner of company was 
covered by UNV cameras to prevent car the�. A�er that, the safety level of Menlyn Auto was appar-
ently improved. 

Solution Highlights:
Ultra265: save up to 75% bandwidth and storage cost but still maintain the same image quality.
360°fisheye: UNV new 4k fisheye cameras can provide 360°fisheye view and display ultra HD 
image, the highest resolution can reach to 12MP. In addition, the e-PTZ mode helps to display the 
detailed image in certain area, and since the fisheye is built-in with mic, the audio also could be 
recorded in the system.
Strong decoding capability: UNV NVR516 series could insert 2 decoding cards. It greatly strength-
en the total decoding capability enables UNV NVR516 series to reach to 112ch @2MP. Hence, it is 
helpful for building a control room with multiple monitors. 
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Spar Chain Supermarket, ZimbabweIKEA, Kuwait
Background:
Spar, founded in 1932, is a Dutch multinational retail chain and franchise brand with approximately 12,500 stores in 
42 countries. Uniview provided video surveillance solution for 4 Spar supermarkets in Harare, the capital of Zimba-
bwe. Each Spar is over 5600 square meters, used 1 NVR and 30 cameras to cover every corner in the supermarket 
including entrance, shopping area, cashier desks etc.

Solution Highlights:
Smart functions: UNV NVR and camera support intrusion detection. By setting a restricted area beforehand, it can 
detect if anyone enter into the restricted zone at any time and send alarm. The store owner can benefit from people 
counting functions, which can help to find when the peak hour is and when there are fewer customers.
Cloud Surveillance: Store owners can watch recording or live view with smartphone at anytime, anywhere by using 
EZView mobile app. Uniview P2P cloud also support alarm push notifications.  
Ultra 265: saving up to a 75% bandwidth and storage cost.

Background:
IKEA Kuwait store installed Uniview high quality products and system. Uniview provided whole video 
surveillance solution. 320 IP cameras are installed in IKEA, covering the whole shopping areas, elevators, 
aisles, control room, parking lot, entrances and so on. The high-end 4MP motorized bullets and motor-
ized domes are adopted in the solution.

Solution Highlights:
Swi� and sharp focusing: Due to high quality components and optimized arithmetic, a�er adjusting 
the zoom, customers can get clear image immediately.
Wide temperature: UNV cameras installed in IKEA can work well with up to 60°C extreme environment 
temperature, suitable for middle east.
Hardware design: NVR308-64R-B adopts industry level PCB board. And it can support hot swap due to 
special front panel design.
Excellent compatibility: As one of Onvif Full members, UNV cameras work perfectly with supplier from 
third party.
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